Dedham Middle School
Reopening Procedures
2020-2021

Start of the Day Procedures

Parent Drop-Off and Bus Loops
1. Students can be dropped off no earlier than 8:00 by a parent/guardian.
2. The parent drop-off area and bus drop-off will remain the same. We will
assess this process and readjust if necessary.
3. All students exiting vehicles and buses must be masked and proceed
directly to their assigned cohort area. Walkers will also report directly to
their assigned cohort areas once on school grounds. Each cohort area
corresponds to the students’ grades and teams.
4. Administrators, the school resource officer and teachers will supervise
students during arrival to ensure social distancing, mask adherence and
responsible behavior.
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Students Entering Building
1. Students will enter the building with their respective cohort group
beginning at 8:05.
2. Each cohort will be given a specific entrance which corresponds to a
team-assigned stairwell. We will utilize five building entrances to help with
social distancing.
3. Sanitizer will be available at each entrance. All students must sanitize
before entering the building.
4. At least 1 staff member will supervise each entrance to ensure masks are on
and hands are sanitized. Extra masks will be available.
5. The staff member on duty will socially distance students as they sanitize.
Staff will have access to a radio and will connect to administration if any
student does not comply with mask and sanitizing expectations.
6. Supervising staff (and all staff) will have a master list of these cohorts and
locations to ensure this entering procedure is followed with fidelity.
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7. Staff will be present at entrances, outside of their classrooms and
throughout the hallways as students enter to ensure that students are
socially distanced and adhering to mask expectations.
Breakfast
1. Due to space limitations driven by social distancing regulations, breakfast
will be eaten by students in classrooms during homeroom rather than the
cafeteria.
2. Breakfast will be delivered to all homerooms to be eaten during the 15
minute homeroom period.
3. Each classroom is equipped with a large trash barrel for after-breakfast
trash.
4. Students will throw their trash away 1 at a time to maintain social
distancing.
5. Once breakfast items are thrown away, each teacher will place the barrel
outside of their classroom.
6. Students will wipe down desks with disinfecting wipes if they have eaten
breakfast at their desks.
7. Students who do not have breakfast will remain masked throughout the
homeroom period.
8. Staff may show high-interest programs to students during homeroom to
limit conversation and maintain safety at all times.
9. The custodial staff will remove the trash after homeroom.
Tardy Arrivals
1. Students who arrive after the homeroom tardy bell, and prior to the start of
first period, will report directly to homeroom and be marked tardy by their
homeroom teacher. This adjustment in our homeroom procedure will
provide for greater socially distancing to start the day.
2. Students who arrive after homeroom will come to the main office (new)
window to receive a tardy slip.
3. The office secretary will provide students with the tardy pass, record their
name, and later enter into PowerSchool for state reporting.
4. Students will not write down anything at the window.
5. Students who arrive to class after receiving a tardy slip will show it to their
respective teacher, without contact, and place the pass into the recycling
bin.
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6. An administrator/or other staff member will supervise the tardy line to
ensure that social distancing is followed.
7. Six foot markers will be placed on the floor to show where students should
stand.
8. Tardy students will be provided with a mask at the window if one is
needed.
9. Tardy students who need breakfast may eat quickly in the cafeteria prior to
reporting to class. Seats will be marked off for eating to ensure social
distancing expectations are maintained. Any student who does this
consistently will be spoken to by administration and the parent/guardian
will be called.
Mask Needs
1. There will be masks available each day for any student or staff member
who needs one.
2. DMS is asking that each family do their best to provide their child with a
mask and ideally a back-up mask to be kept in their bag.
3. Each classroom has a supply of masks to provide to students if they need
one during homeroom or at any point in the day. This process will cut down
on the length of time any student is unmasked.
4. Teachers (in many cases the homeroom teacher) should request additional
masks through the main office supply form, once their mask supply goes
below 10.
5. Masks, along with other classroom cleaning supplies should remain in the
same location to create consistency for traveling teachers and students.
6. Any staff member who observes a student failing to follow mask procedures
prior to homeroom, during homeroom or at any point in the day should call
the main office. The main office will contact administration who will
address the concern.
7. A schoolwide mask break schedule will be established to accommodate all
students and staff.
Item Drop-Off
1. DMS will be minimizing visitors to the building and communicating with
parents that only essential items (medication and house keys) will be
allowed for drop off.
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2. Parents/guardians will use the call box to state their name, student name
and the item to be dropped off.
3. An item drop-off table will be set up between the main doors in the front
entrance. Visitors, with few exceptions, ever enter into the main part of the
building.
4. The items will be picked up from the drop-off area by a secretary when time
allows and brought directly to the student’s location as soon as feasible.
5. Parents/guardians must be masked at all times in and around the building
for the safety of all members of the DMS community.
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During the Day Procedures
Hallways/Stairwells
1. The main first floor hallway will be partitioned into two halves to clearly
delineate direction and create conditions for social distancing.
2. Signage that reinforces and defines appropriate social distancing will be
posted throughout the building.
3. The formation and limited movement of cohorts will significantly reduce
the amount of time that students/staff are out in the hallways at the same
time.
4. Students will move through their teamed wing only when on their
respective grade level hallway.
5. DMS will not use passes for the time being to reduce shared contact of
singular surfaces.
6. Stairwells will be organized by team and designated with signs. Students
will enter the building, exit the building and move to non-core courses via
these staircases. (Students will enter the building by team through the
entrances that are closest to these respective staircases.)
Transitions
1. Cohorted students will remain in their homeroom throughout the day, with
the exception of electives, world language, and special education classes.
2. When classes conclude, core teachers within teams will travel between
classrooms while students remain seated in the same homeroom location.
3. Paraprofessionals will support during these transitions to supervise
students.
4. Each staff member should wipe down keyboards and any other frequent
touch surfaces prior to moving to the next classroom.
5. Staff will lock any classroom door that is not being used immediately
afterward.
6. Students may take a standing break at their desk during the class
transition.
7. Students traveling to electives will do so with hallway supervision from
both teachers and administration.
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8. Students moving from classrooms to electives/other places in the building
will do so in a staggered and scheduled way, utilizing the team-specific
staircases mentioned above.
9. Students needing breaks for masks will do so within their cohort, often
outside if weather permits. Staff will be able to sign up for particular areas
outside.
Lockers
1. In keeping with guidance from the Department of Elementary & Secondary
Education, students will not use lockers. Homerooms will serve as the
location for all student belongings. Students will spend the bulk of their day
in this room and it will allow them to have immediate access to their
materials.
2. Cell phones will remain in their bags, which will remain underneath their
desk throughout the day.
3. Any student who frequently attempts to access their cell phone will have
their bag moved to another location in the room.
Bathrooms
1. All bathrooms will be cleaned thoroughly three times a day. (9:00, 12:00 and
3:00)
2. There is a max of 2 students per bathroom at any given time.
3. Bathrooms will be monitored throughout the day by administration and
staff, when able, to ensure social distancing is maintained.
4. Each floor will contribute to a live bathroom sheet that monitors who is in
the restroom at any given time. This sheet will allow staff to keep the total
number of students in the bathroom at 2.
5. All students will sanitize their hands when leaving and returning to class.
6. Students who have restroom-related medical issues will have special
permission that will be provided to all teachers by a school nurse. Those
situations will be handled on a case-by-case basis in collaboration with a
nurse.
7. Any student who is suspected of abusing bathroom privileges will be
referred to the Assistant Principal to further ensure the safety and equity for
all members of the DMS community.
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8. Students cannot use bathrooms prior to homeroom. This process will
ensure that supervision and social distancing is maintained. Students can
utilize bathrooms after arriving in homeroom if space is available.
Water Fountains
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Water fountains will be shut off throughout the school indefinitely.
Water coolers will be located in each wing of the building for students.
Students are encouraged to bring water bottles to school.
Water coolers cannot be accessed between classes.
These water stations will be cleaned regularly by the custodial staff.
Water coolers will remain in staff rooms/offices and should be wiped down
after usage.

Lunch
1. Due to social distancing challenges and the potential need to run up to 6
lunches each day, students will eat lunch in their homeroom rather than
the cafeteria.
2. Students will sanitize their hands both before and after lunch. Students will
sanitize their desks at the conclusion of lunch.
3. Students may have masked conversation prior to the arrival of lunch and
after eating.
4. Students will be unmasked while eating. We ask that lunch be a quiet time
to reduce any potential droplet spray from the combination of eating and
conversation. Supervising staff may play a video, film, show, music, etc. to
help assist with that quieting intention.
5. Students will select their lunch choice each morning during homeroom.
These selections will likely be sent from the homeroom teacher to food
services via a Google Form/Sheet. (The specifics of that will be finalized by
our Food Services Director..)
6. Food services will no longer accept cash payments. Ideally, parents who
pay for food will do so through the online platform. Food services will also
accept checks for payment. (Breakfast and lunch will be free of charge for
all students through the end of 2020.)
7. Pre-ordered lunches will be brought to grade-level hallways by the cafeteria
staff. They will remain in that location until lunches are distributed to
assist with social distancing.
8. Students will receive their lunch through a staggered/structured process.
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9. Large trash barrels will be in each classroom for lunch waste. Teachers
should bring the barrels into the hallway after lunch so that the custodial
staff can take the trash and change the bags.
10. Students may access their grade-level bathroom during lunch.
11. Supervising staff may take students outside during or after lunch.

Nurse’s Office
1. The layout of the nurse’s office has been reconfigured to best serve students
during this time.
2. We will have 2 nurses on staff each day in addition to nursing assistants
during the Fall.
3. Staff should call the main office before sending any student down to the
nurse. They will walkie the nurse to advise them if a student will be
arriving.
a. The nurse will meet the student in the hallway. If the nurse confirms
that the student’s symptoms meet the criterion for Covid concerns,
the student will be escorted to the medical waiting room.
b. The nurse will notify the main office and the family will be notified to
pick the student up within 30 minutes.
c. There will be dedicated bathrooms that are solely for those students
who are suspected of having Covid-like symptoms. They will remain
locked throughout the day.
4. The main door to the nurse’s office from the main hallway will be locked at
all times to maintain safety protocols and mitigate potential transmission.
5. Students who regularly access the nurse’s office for daily medication, blood
sugar checks, etc. will not be required to go through the triage process
mentioned above.
6. Any student who appears to be abusing the nurse’s space will be referred to
administration for a conversation and a call home.
Visitors to the Main Office
1. DMS will substantially decrease visitors to the building in order to keep
everyone as safe and healthy as possible. This adjustment will be
communicated to families.
2. The only two items that may be dropped off by parents are medications or
house keys.
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3. The majority of parent and IEP meetings will happen virtually, unless
deemed necessary for in-person.
4. Prior to entering the building, all visitors must sanitize their hands and
wear a mask.
5. Signage and floor markings will direct visitors to the main office window
where they will speak to a member of the office staff prior to entering the
main office waiting area.
6. When possible, visitors will either leave materials outside of the main office
or wait briefly until a person can meet them for the respective meeting. This
ongoing effort to limit outsiders entering the main office area is for the
safety of all members of the DMS community.
7. The main office will have three, socially distanced, chairs available for
visitors/parents.
8. Any visitor who does not respect socially distancing or mask protocol will
be reminded of the expectations and asked to leave if they do not respect
those expectations. An administrator will handle any such disregard for
protocols.
Early Dismissals
1. Parents will be encouraged to limit early dismissals when possible.
2. Parents will be asked to call the main office for dismissals before arriving at
the school. Unless there is an emergency, we will discourage drop-in, early
dismissals.
3. Any student who is being dismissed early will be escorted by a staff
member to their parent/guardian at the front door, when possible. The
escorting staff member will communicate with the front office staff so that
information is properly documented in PowerSchool.
4. If the aforementioned is not possible, parents may wait for their child
outside of the main office. We will have chairs set up for those waiting.
5. Students awaiting their parent/guardian may either wait in the nurse’s
office or in a chair outside of the main office.
6. Any parent/guardian who is frequently dismissing their child from school
will have a conversation with an administrator to better understand these
occurrences.
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Classroom Routines
1. Classroom doors will primarily remain open during the day to eliminate
frequent touching of door handles. Teachers can use their discretion to
briefly close classroom doors if hallway noise impacts learning.
2. Windows will remain open as well, where possible.
3. Staff and students will sanitize their hands when entering and leaving a
classroom space.
4. All classrooms will be outfitted with large trash barrels, sanitizing wipes,
hand sanitizer, face masks, gloves, disinfecting spray, microfiber cloth, as
well as air purifiers for those rooms without windows.
5. Students will be cohorted for the majority of the day in the same classroom
and given assigned seats, with six feet of physical distancing.
6. With the exception of elective courses, students will remain in these rooms
and seats while staff move among classrooms.
7. Teachers can assist students on their work from 3 feet of distance while
masked for a brief period of time. This practice has been deemed medically
safe. Teachers may also use the closest desk to create distance and provide
support. Small whiteboards or document cameras are effective tools to use
when modeling a specific objective. Fully virtual Wednesdays offer a good
opportunity to provide small group and individual help.
8. Teachers will establish their own paths of movement within their
respective classrooms. This protocol, along with others, may be established
at the team level to create consistency for staff and students.
9. Students will access handouts 1 at a time, after sanitizing.
10. Students who need a new mask will be provided with one by the classroom
teacher, who will have a supply of at least 10 at all times.
11. Students who need to sneeze or cough should do so in their mask and put
on their spare mask after using a tissue and hand sanitizer. Ideally, students
should blow their nose or change their mask just outside of the classroom,
in the hallway.
12. Classroom teachers should call the main office if a student is not respecting
social distancing, the mask policy, or other baseline behavioral
expectations. The main office will radio an administrator who will report to
that respective classroom. If no one answers in the main office, teachers
should either G chat or phone message an administrator.
13. DMS will have one scheduled mask break in the day. The mask break can
be taken within the classroom, at six feet and there should be no
conversation between unmasked students within the room. As mentioned
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previously, mask breaks can also happen outside. Students and staff can
engage in unmasked conversation outside provided that there is more than
six feet of separation.
14. Students will not be able to work in hallways or team rooms.
15. To begin the year, students will not change their clothing for physical
education class as it will be too difficult to effectively socially distance
students inside of the locker room.
16. If a staff member or student is experiencing issues with a Chromebook or
computer, the respective teacher should contact the library for support.
Use of Outdoor Space
1. Teachers are encouraged to utilize outside locations. Staff will have access
to a shared Google Sheet/calendar to sign up and use these predetermined
spaces.
2. Students and staff are expected to keep their masks on until they are
outside and beyond 6 feet of social distancing. Removal of masks once
outside is at the discretion of the respective classroom teacher.
3. Teachers will leave a note on their door when they take a group outside or
elsewhere in the building.
4. Teachers should have their cell phones available when accessing ‘other’
spaces.
5. Staff are not required to hold outdoor classes.
Sharing of Materials
1. Any materials such as textbooks, calculators, pencils, computers, etc. that
will be shared will be wiped down once a student is done with that specific
use. (For example, if math textbooks are shared between students, they will
be wiped down at the conclusion of class by each student.)
2. There will be an effort to limit the sharing of materials as much as possible.
3. Handouts and other papers will be used sparingly, with an emphasis on
students having their own paper (the school will support this if there is a
financial challenge) and teachers utilizing Google Classroom/technology as
a vehicle to deliver curriculum and assignments, as a replacement for
handouts.
4. Staff will also be encouraged to share resources electronically with one
another.
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5. Staff who teach in common classrooms will develop protocols within those
groups about how to best share technology and other resources.
Common Areas for Staff
1. In order to maintain six feet of social distancing, only 2 staff members at a
time will be able to utilize the team rooms on each floor.
2. Teachers may utilize the cafeteria for seating during lunch.
3. Staff can also use (when available) the DLL, the library, and back patio of the
cafeteria when working during their preparation time.
4. Staff can meet while on lunch and during preparation time in classrooms as
long as distancing and mask-wearing is maintained.
Schedule/Cohorts
1. Students will be organized into cohorts (groups of no more than 14 students
within grade-level teams) who spend the majority of the day in one
classroom, with the exception of movement to world language, special
education and elective courses.
2. Dedham Public Schools has made a commitment, whenever possible, to
keep siblings on the same hybrid schedule and twins will likely be in the
same cohort.
3. Cohort sizes may fluctuate somewhat through the year as some families
may move their children between models of hybrid and remote. This
movement is only possible at timeframes established in the district’s
reopening plan.
Medical Waiting Room
1. This room, formerly the guidance conference room, has been redesigned to
meet the needs of the space.
2. It is only accessible from the main hallway, will remain locked and will be
staffed by a nurse or nursing assistant at all times.
3. Students will be escorted by a nurse or nursing assistant to the space after
they have been determined to have Covid-consisistent symptoms.
4. Physical distancing allows 2 students, other than the staff member, to be in
the room at one time.
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5. This space will be disinfected multiple times each day and will be cleaned
thoroughly after any student leaves the room. A custodian will be contacted
to clean the space immediately after use.
6. Administration and nursing staff will collaborate and identify a secondary
space if there is an overflow need.
Signage Throughout the Building
1. Each outside entrance will have a sign that outlines the expectations for all
members of the DMS community once inside the building.
2. A larger sign with guidelines will be located inside the main entrance of the
school.
3. Signs will indicate the respective team-based stairwells to ensure that only
students from that team utilize only that specific stairwell.
4. Each classroom will have signage that reiterates the safety procedures.
5. Signs will be posted throughout the building to also reinforce hygiene/hand
washing, social distancing and mask wearing.
Elevators
1. Elevators should only be used when absolutely necessary.
2. When possible, the elevators should be used by only one person at a time.
3. If there is an unavoidable need for two people to take the elevator because of
a student needing assistance, both parties must be masked and keep
maximum distance apart, as signified by the stickers on the floor.
4. Elevators will be cleaned throughout the day. As in every situation, staff
should contact the main office if there are concerns about a need for
cleaning and a custodian will address the need ASAP.
5. Any student who is observed misusing the elevator should be referred to the
Assistant Principal.
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End of the Day Procedures
Dismissal
1. Staff without a duty, homeroom, or lunch will be designated to assist with
after school dismissal.
2. Any other staff willing to support with dismissal may leave immediately
afterwards.
3. Non-walkers will be dismissed from teams and floors in a staggered,
structured way. These students will proceed directly to their family’s
vehicle or respective bus.
4. Staff will support these transitions to exits.
5. Parents and siblings of DMS students should wait for their student either in
their vehicle or from a reasonable distance from the school.
6. Walkers will exit the building three minutes afterward to improve social
distancing.
7. Main office staff will use the intercom daily to indicate when these two
different groups dismiss for the day.
8. Staff will be visible and supportive around the building to assist students
getting to their destination as quickly and safely as possible.
9. Administrators will walk any noncooperative students off the property in
order to maintain safety for all.
10. Any student who is not following safety guidelines, particularly with
masks, should be referred to the Assistant Principal.
After School
1. All students will leave the building at 2:35 pm. Only children/family of staff
members, those with administrative pre-approval or students serving
detention may remain in the building after dismissal. This new after school
approach will allow for a thorough daily afternoon cleaning.
2. After school clubs and activities will not begin until mid-October at the
earliest. This timeline will be reexamined as we move closer to the 15th of
October. Any club or activity will begin virtually until otherwise indicated.
3. Administration will travel the building each day to ensure that all students
have vacated the building. Any student who habitually disregards this
policy will be spoken to by administration and families will be notified.
Staff should refer any such names to administration.
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